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What you will learn in this 

module:

• What is an adaptation vision?

• What does an adaptation vision look like?

• What are adaptation sectoral targets?

• What do adaptation sectoral targets look like?
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An adaptation vision is a long-term vision which 

indicates the direction that the city wishes to 

follow. 

Setting a longer-term vision is considered a key 

success factor of SEACAPs as it clearly shows 

the local authority’s political commitment and 

gives a strong message to citizens and 

stakeholders on how the local authority wants to 

develop in the future, paving the way for more 

substantial investment in sustainable 

infrastructure.

What is an adaptation 

vision? 



Example:

“By 2030, the city will have built up it’s adaptive 

capacity to such a point that it can effectively 

respond to both current and anticipated future 

climate hazards to ensure uninterrupted service 

delivery for its citizens”

Date set: 21st June 2015

What does an 

adaptation vision

look like



• In addition to setting an overarching 

adaptation vision, smaller, sector-specific 

targets should also be set for each of the 

priority sectors included in the RVA. 

• Sectoral targets provide valuable focus for 

what needs to specifically be achieved at a 

sector level.

• At least 1 target should be developed for each 

prioritised sector.

• As with the adaptation vision, sectoral targets 

should also take the form of a statement that 

speaks to a desired future. 

What are sectoral 

targets? 



• As with the adaptation vision, sectoral targets 

should also take the form of a statement that 

speaks to a desired future. 

• As they are sector level targets, they should 

be specific to the sector and not as broad as 

the overarching adaptation vision. They 

should however directly align to the 

adaptation vision;

• Sectoral targets provide additional focus for 

what needs to be undertaken within each 

sector identified as at risk in the RVA to 

support the city with achieving the adaptation 

vision

What are sectoral 

targets? 



• As with the adaptation vision, sectoral targets 

should include a base year (i.e. the year that 

the target is set).

• Sectoral targets should also include the target 

year (i.e. the year to achieve the target).

What are sectoral 

targets? 



Each sectoral target should also be SMART and 

include:

• Metrics/indicators for how they will be 

measured; 

• An indication of the percentage of the 

goal/target reached so far

• Detail on how they align with local, sub-

national and national targets. 

What are sectoral 

targets? 



Example for the water sector:

“By 2030, the city will have upgraded the city’s 

water services and built 50 new water points in X 

neighborhood to ensure an uninterrupted supply 

of water and sanitation services both before, 

during and post flooding events”

Date set: 21st June 2015

Metric Indicator: Maps of services (updated 

quarterly); Community surveys

Percentage of goal reached so far: 40%

Policy/ legislation alignment: Water and 

Sanitation Act; Water Supply By-Law

What does a sectoral 

target look like



• A participatory workshop with the local and 

national departments representing the sectors 

most affected by climate change, relevant 

NGOs, CSOs, traditional leaders, university 

departments and private sector can be 

organised to set the city’s adaptation vision 

and sectoral targets. 

• This participatory approach will encourage 

stakeholders to identify and implement 

relevant actions to meet these targets.

How to set an 

adaptation vision and 

targets?
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Please note:
This module has been designed for local 

government officials and partners who are 

developing their SEACAP. 

This module is one component of the 

SEACAP Toolbox. For the full Toolbox, please 

visit: https://comssa.org/
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